
Starting a Bindings Arc

Bindings Arcs focus on sealed, bound powers: you develop a facil-
ity with containment and targeted use of wicked, forbidden, or danger-
ous things.

Bindings 1: A Wicked Partner
You have to work with, partner with, or tie your fate to something wrong
or in disfavor: a beast; Bleak power; cruel or disliked person; taboo or
ill-favored entity; or maybe a ghost, vampire, or witch…

Reward You’ve hammered out a working relationship with them.

Alternate Bindings 1: Am I OK?
You’ve long since started your work with wicked or disreputable things;
you maybe even are one. You’re not sure how to live with that. Does
it make you evil? A bad person? Trouble? Do you have a place in
society?

You’re thinking about stuff like that.

Reward You’ve come to terms with things, a little.

Bindings 1 Quests
Bind* (Core 320) Youwill imprison a defeated horror in a sacred place

and there you will strive to teach it humanity or humaneness.
Cleaning Up an Old House (Core 81) You’re cleaning up an old

house to make it habitable again.
Mental Training (Core 328) An intensive program of study: books of

lore, intensive training, or an academic environment.
Science!{} (Core 344) This troublesome situation bothers you. But it

also interests you as… a scientist, or magician, or whatever.
Drawn into the Titovs (Fortitude 273) You’re pulled into the story of

the Titovs. Usually that means that they need you for something,
so they used magic to summon you.

Explorer* (Fortitude 344) You explore the paths through Big Lake.
Friend to the Street Cats and Dogs (Fortitude 302) Youmake your-

self a friend to the cats and dogs that wander Fortitude.
Joining the Yatskaya (Fortitude 282) You find yourself spending

more and more time in the Yatskaya temple.
Love for the Water* (Fortitude 350) It comforts you, being out on

the water.

Shrine Duties (Fortitude 229) You fulfil the ritual functions associ-
ated with yur shrine.

Trouble in Dreams* (Fortitude 267) Something gets into your
dreams from the Outside. It tempts, corrupts, or traumatizes
you.

A Far and Sunless Land (GMD 287) You’ll die, wander the Outside,
and then return to Town.

Art Shop and Garden* (GMD 257) You’re working to restore an old
manor but sometimes your mask of normalcy slips.

Behind the Mask{} (GMD 329) You’re targeted by masked or secre-
tive enemies who want to turn you to their service.

Meet the Other PCs* (GMD 285) Something is pushing you towards
the other PCs.

The Golden Snake of the Rooftops (GMD 153) You have to hunt
your escaped core of rage down and stop it from hurting anyone
else.

The Sidekick{} (GMD 382) A pet or fresh-faced sidekick arrive.
Wicked Creatures{} (GMD 316) You’ve found a connection to some-

thing wicked.
A Nameless Light{} (Glitch 367) Something draws you into the

world. It is ambiguous. It may frighten you as much as it al-
lures.

A Peaceful Life{} (Glitch 358) You are a renunciate. You have with-
drawn yourself from the world, chosen not to engage with it.

An Orderly Life{} (Glitch 338) Your life is bounded within a certain
scope—here are your concerns; outside that, is something else.

Entangled{} (Glitch 345) You’re entangled in the schemes of the law-
beings and their slaves.

Study (Glitch 331) You’re trying to understand something. You’re
trying to learn something. It’s usually something weird.

The Bookstore (Glitch 312) There’s a bookstore. It’s dying. It’ll lure
you in.

The Treasure (Glitch 334) There’s something in the world that’s
caught your eye. That’s become the focus of your life for now.

The Work of Time{} (Glitch 364) Some things you just have to live
through, slowly, bit by bit, until you understand.

Harpy: the Weight of the World{} (Tumblr) Your world is under a
fog.

*: includes only any-time quest(s)
{}: part of quest set

https://jennamoran.tumblr.com/post/144572139463/harpy-1-of-4


Starting a Knight Arc

Knight Arcs let you take on a formal role in society or the cosmos
and wield its perquisites and powers.

Knight 1
You’re putting on airs. You’re dreaming big. Bigger than the life you
have. You’re aspiring, you know?

But you don’t really know how to get there.

Reward You’ve put a name to the thing you want to become, and
you’ve put your feet on a legitimate path to making that aspiration real.

Knight 1 Quests
Adventure GET{} (Core 354) You’re on an adventure! You’re all

dazzled by the newness and interest value of it all. It could be
scary. It could be traumatizing. But it’s an adventure!

Mental Training (Core 328) An intensive program of study: books of
lore, intensive training, or an academic environment.

Taking Care of a Small Child (Core 339) You raise and nurture, or
help with, a small child.

The Object (Core 330) There’s some object that has become a big part
of your life. It soaks up and comes to represent your life.

The Refusal of the Call{} (Core 366) You struggle to find a way out
of the situation you’re in. You look for help.

Dependable Person* (Fortitude 253) You’re trying to be somebody
that anybody can call on, or depend upon, at need.

Friend of the Beaches (Fortitude 306) You’re a good conservator of
the beaches: the clam beds, snail farms, and salterns.

Friend to the Birds (Fortitude 300) You live your life as a friend to
the birds of the Docks.

Friend to the Street Cats and Dogs (Fortitude 302) Youmake your-

self a friend to the cats and dogs that wander Fortitude.
Generic Project (Fortitude 224) Working on a big project.
Good Catch* (Fortitude 339) You’re learning how to bring in a good

haul of fish.
Ship’s Friend* (Fortitude 341) You invest socially or emotionally in

the fate of a ship.
Stale Life{} (Fortitude 328) You’re living stuck in one particular role

or mode. You’re not happy with it. You kind of want a change.
Up-to-Date* (Fortitude 254) You try to keep up with the lives of the

ordinary people of Fortitude.
A Far and Sunless Land (GMD 287) You’ll die, wander the Outside,

and then return to Town.
An Unlikely Friendship{} (GMD 360) You befriend someone who is

your opposite in a lot of ways but keeps you balanced.
Encounters in the Night{} (GMD 323) Something sacred comes into

your life, and there’s this person who denies it.
Learning the Ways of Fortutide* (GMD 84) You’ve been spending

a lot of time in Fortitude—mostly on weekends.
Meet the Other PCs* (GMD 285) Something is pushing you towards

the other PCs.
The Wishes of Birds and Beasts* (GMD 105) You can tell what ani-

mals want. So you help.
The World is Changing* (GMD 172) You’re coming out of your

shell now. And it’s fascinating to you.
Just Another Day{} (Halloween 57) You’re just… living your life.

Trying to pass your classes. Trying not to get into too much trou-
ble. Having some fun.

Harpy: “That Which Is Not Hope”{} (Tumblr) You’re hunting
something bright and high and far away. Only… It’s too late,
isn’t it?

*: includes only any-time quest(s)
{}: part of quest set

https://jennamoran.tumblr.com/post/144612130943/harpy-2-of-4


Starting an Otherworldly Arc

Otherworldly Arcs take you outside yourself—they connect you to
worlds of spirit, nature, life and death, and other aspects of yourself.
You dream powerful dreams, communicate with spirit allies, and be-
come something other than you were.

Otherworldly 1: Troubled Dreams
You’re having dreams or otherworldly experiences that connect you to
something beyond and outside yourself.

Afterwards You know what you have to do about this—a path you
are called to walk, or something you must do to keep these experiences
under control. It is possible that you’ve found 2-3 options; if so, it is
possible to choose wrongly.

Alternate Otherworldly 1: The Hole in the World
There’s something wrong with the world. Chaos has slipped into your
nice ordered existence, or maybe something’s always been wrong and
you’ve just now realized that you care.

Afterwards You know what you have to do. It is possible that you’ve
found 2-3 options instead of one; if so, it is possible to choose wrongly.

Otherworldly 1 Quests
Changes{} (Core 364) A big change is coming. The world, or your

body, or your soul, or that of a friend—it’s shifting.
Cleaning Up an Old House (Core 81) You’re cleaning up an old

house to make it habitable again.
Science!{} (Core 344) This troublesome situation bothers you. But it

also interests you as… a scientist, or magician, or whatever.
The Door Into Memory (Core 326) You’ve opened a door into some-

body’s memories. Now, you explore in the hopes of changing
something.

A Brush With a Mystery (Fortitude 297) A Mystery touches your
life.

Drawn into the Titovs (Fortitude 273) You’re pulled into the story of
the Titovs. Usually that means that they need you for something,
so they used magic to summon you.

Joining the Sosunov (Fortitude 270) You start integrating your life
with the Sosunovs—you apprentice to them, or they adopt you,

or you fall in love with a cute Sosunov boy or girl.
Joining the Yatskaya (Fortitude 282) You find yourself spending

more and more time in the Yatskaya temple.
Love for the Water* (Fortitude 350) It comforts you, being out on

the water.
Shrine or Park Guardian (Fortitude 255) You work to protect and

maintain a public good place, such as a park or shrine.
Stale Life{} (Fortitude 328) You’re living stuck in one particular role

or mode. You’re not happy with it. You kind of want a change.
The Northern Beach (Fortitude 309) The northern stretches of the

beach can take a person away from themselves.
Trouble in Dreams* (Fortitude 267) Something gets into your

dreams from the Outside. It tempts, corrupts, or traumatizes
you.

Troubled Divination (Fortitude 262) You’ve sensed that someone
you care about is threatened, staring into the Kichi Sacred Pools.

A Far and Sunless Land (GMD 287) You’ll die, wander the Outside,
and then return to Town.

Asserting Your Existence{} (GMD 318) You’re lost somewhere—
your soul, your self has gone away. You can connect to it only
in dream-like visions (and actual dreams.)

Encounters in the Night{} (GMD 323) Something sacred comes into
your life, and there’s this person who denies it.

Haunted{} (GMD 308) Something is visiting your dreams. Something
is intimately tangled with you, like a thorn in your mind.

A Baroque Invention{} (139 23) There’s something you want or need
to do, but the work involved exhausts you; it’s at the limits of
what is possible.

The Rekindling of the Sun{} (139 47) Your chance to bring about a
sort of healing of the way of things: you’ll travel to strange
places, bargain with horrors, and console something grieving.

The Girl from Halloween{} (Halloween 77) You’ve found out you
come from the world in the mirror, only, now that you’ve found
out? It doesn’t seem all that great.

On the Case{} (Horizon) In a new situation, you meet people who
need help.

Harpy: “That Which Is Not Hope”{} (Tumblr) You’re hunting
something bright and high and far away. Only… It’s too late,
isn’t it?

*: includes only any-time quest(s)
{}: part of quest set

https://jennamoran.tumblr.com/post/182146194423/the-horizon-campaign-interlude-2
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Starting a Storyteller Arc

Storyteller Arcs focus on telling stories that come true, or, more
generally, on changing the boundary between ideas and life.

Storyteller 1
You’re excited about the future. You’ve found or gotten involved in
something neat!

Result Bored now? Or still awesome? You’ve gotten used to it either
way.

Storyteller 1 Quests
A New Hobby (Core 316) You’ve started a new hobby!
A New Job (Core 318) You’ve just started a new career! You have

taken your first steps into what is most likely a dazzling world
far bigger than anything you could have imagined.

Adventure GET{} (Core 354) You’re on an adventure! You’re all
dazzled by the newness and interest value of it all. It could be
scary. It could be traumatizing. But it’s an adventure!

Cleaning Up an Old House (Core 81) You’re cleaning up an old
house to make it habitable again.

Fascination{} (Core 376) There’s someone or something that fasci-
nates you—Both as a person (or entity) and as a power, a force
of nature.

Explorer* (Fortitude 344) You explore the paths through Big Lake.
Joining the Yatskaya (Fortitude 282) You find yourself spending

more and more time in the Yatskaya temple.

Little Ship (Fortitude 346) You work on fixing up this little ship that
you or your family own.

Ship’s Crew* (Fortitude 339) You learn the ways of a given ship.
Ship’s Friend* (Fortitude 341) You invest socially or emotionally in

the fate of a ship.
The Great Dread Witch Hunt (Fortitude 280) You get involved

with some of the rats who are hoping to count coup on, or kill,
Caroline Yatskaya.

Up-to-Date* (Fortitude 254) You try to keep up with the lives of the
ordinary people of Fortitude.

A Far and Sunless Land (GMD 287) You’ll die, wander the Outside,
and then return to Town.

Encounters in the Night{} (GMD 323) Something sacred comes into
your life, and there’s this person who denies it.

Meet the Other PCs* (GMD 285) Something is pushing you towards
the other PCs.

The World is Changing* (GMD 172) You’re coming out of your
shell now. And it’s fascinating to you.

Wicked Creatures{} (GMD 316) You’ve found a connection to some-
thing wicked.

Celebrate the Darkness{} (Halloween 39) Things will get weird, and
you’re going to be happy. The sun’ll go out, Mist will surround
the village. Horrors will slip in. It’s so neat!

A New Job [Epic Fantasy (Tumblr)] You’ve just started a new career!
Harpy: Unmoored{} (Tumblr) Things are getting a little bit out of

hand.

*: includes only any-time quest(s)
{}: part of quest set

https://jennamoran.tumblr.com/post/180732849318/quest-recoloring
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Starting an Aspect Arc

Aspect Arcs are the ones where you develop and unleash new pow-
ers from your body, mind, and training.

Aspect 1
You’re blocked. Frozen. Stuck. There’s something you can’t get past.

Reward You push past it.

Aspect 1 Quests
A New Hobby (Core 316) You’ve started a new hobby!
Above the Fray{} (Core 350) You rise above the conflict and... mess...

of things. You seek objectivity. Maybe you’re affecting to the
role of a god: deciding what something’s worth, where it comes
from, and what its destiny should be.

Beautiful and Far Away{} (Core 374) A secret place is calling to you.
You’ll visit it in dreams, or visions, or via the Outside.

Mental Training (Core 328) An intensive program of study: books of
lore, intensive training, or an academic environment.

Physical Training (Core 334) You engage in rigorous training.
Love for the Water* (Fortitude 350) It comforts you, being out on

the water.
Sacred Child* (Fortitude 257) Fortitude recognized you as a sacred

child.
Shrine Duties (Fortitude 229) You fulfil the ritual functions associ-

ated with yur shrine.
Stale Life{} (Fortitude 328) You’re living stuck in one particular role

or mode. You’re not happy with it. You kind of want a change.
A Far and Sunless Land (GMD 287) You’ll die, wander the Outside,

and then return to Town.
A Troubled Protagonist*{} (GMD 355) You’re messed up. There’s

something you just can’t get over, can’t get past.
The Story of Your Life{} (GMD 380) You’re working—probably on

a big project. Something that matters.
A New Approach{} (139 43) You’re living your normal everyday life,

augmented with a new prop, trick, or compelling problem.
A Troubled History{} (139 25) There’s someone you hurt, or maybe

they hurt you. You wound up with baggage. …but there was
still something there worth saving.

The Big Picture{} (Horizon) You recover in a shadowy place.
To Lurk Below (Horizon 26) You’re trying to figure out what to do.

How to live. Who to be. You meet various students. You try to
help them.

Harpy: the Weight of the World{} (Tumblr) Your world is under a
fog.

*: includes only any-time quest(s)
{}: part of quest set
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Starting a Shepherd Arc

Shepherd Arcs teach you to guard things, guide things, and wake
powers in things. They’re about taking care of others.

Shepherd 1
This is the story of your ordinary life—the everyday work, stresses, and
pleasures that form the fabric of your days.

Result A responsibility falls on you out of nowhere.

Shepherd 1 Quests
Beautiful and Far Away{} (Core 374) A secret place is calling to you.

You’ll visit it in dreams, or visions, or via the Outside.
Cleaning Up an Old House (Core 81) You’re cleaning up an old

house to make it habitable again.
Connecting with Someone (Core 324) You’re consciously trying to

make a connection with someone—to get to know them.
Down{} (Core 324) This quest is your descent into the underworld. A

scary time in your life, with difficult truths and painful things.
A Good Life* (Fortitude 238) You’ve gotten to know this person or

situation. You’re kind of at home here.
Dependable Person* (Fortitude 253) You’re trying to be somebody

that anybody can call on, or depend upon, at need.
Friend of the Beaches (Fortitude 306) You’re a good conservator of

the beaches: the clam beds, snail farms, and salterns.
Friend to the Birds (Fortitude 300) You live your life as a friend to

the birds of the Docks.
Friend to the Street Cats and Dogs (Fortitude 302) Youmake your-

self a friend to the cats and dogs that wander Fortitude.
Generic Project (Fortitude 224) Working on a big project.
Getting to Know the Vasili (Fortitude 276) You become close to the

Vasili—you become friends with them, or fans of theirs.
Good Catch* (Fortitude 339) You’re learning how to bring in a good

haul of fish.
Joining the Kichi (Fortitude 264) You become entangled with the

Kichi—you study their magic or find a home among them.
Joining the Yatskaya (Fortitude 282) You find yourself spending

more and more time in the Yatskaya temple.
Keeping a Good Place (Fortitude 248) You work to build a good

place—a peaceful, happy environment.
Little Ship (Fortitude 346) You work on fixing up this little ship that

you or your family own.
Ship’s Crew* (Fortitude 339) You learn the ways of a given ship.

Shrine Duties (Fortitude 229) You fulfil the ritual functions associ-
ated with yur shrine.

Shrine or Park Guardian (Fortitude 255) You work to protect and
maintain a public good place, such as a park or shrine.

Stale Life{} (Fortitude 328) You’re living stuck in one particular role
or mode. You’re not happy with it. You kind of want a change.

Trying to Fix Some Social Problem (Fortitude 233) There’s some
problem that isn’t getting enough attention that you think people
should fix.

A Far and Sunless Land (GMD 287) You’ll die, wander the Outside,
and then return to Town.

A Mortal Life* (GMD 192) You’re new to the lower world. You’re
an alien here, and you spend a lot of time figuring this place out.

A Troubled Protagonist*{} (GMD 355) You’re messed up. There’s
something you just can’t get over, can’t get past.

Art Shop and Garden* (GMD 257) You’re working to restore an old
manor but sometimes your mask of normalcy slips.

Learning the Ways of Fortutide* (GMD 84) You’ve been spending
a lot of time in Fortitude—mostly on weekends.

The Story of Your Life{} (GMD 380) You’re working—probably on
a big project. Something that matters.

A Mysterious Teacher{} (139 21) There’s someone you’re teaching in
a relatively pastoral, peaceful portion of your life.

A New Approach{} (139 43) You’re living your normal everyday life,
augmented with a new prop, trick, or compelling problem.

A Peaceful Life{} (Glitch 358) You are a renunciate. You have with-
drawn yourself from the world, chosen not to engage with it.

An Orderly Life{} (Glitch 338) Your life is bounded within a certain
scope—here are your concerns; outside that, is something else.

The Angel’s Vigil (Glitch 326) You’re keeping watch over something
you’re guarding or something that you don’t understand.

The Bookstore (Glitch 312) There’s a bookstore. It’s dying. It’ll lure
you in.

The Crossroads{} (Glitch 368) You’re coming to a crossroads. Both
paths are covered in mist. The cost, of going either way, is pretty
high.

The Treasure (Glitch 334) There’s something in the world that’s
caught your eye. That’s become the focus of your life for now.

The Welken-Rite (Glitch 334) You plant a seed of unreality in Cre-
ation, tend it, and allow it to spread its metaphorical roots.

Harpy: Epilogue{} (Tumblr) There’s something left-over that you
have to do, generally more epic in scope than the thing whose
loose ends you’re tying off.

*: includes only any-time quest(s)
{}: part of quest set
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Starting an Emptiness Arc

Emptiness Arcs draw on the bleak, lifeless power of the far Outside
and sometimes on the more vivid chaos of the near. They’re generally
character and setting pieces.

Emptiness 1
This quest is about the daily routine of livingwith the chaotic, evil, alien,
or Outside-touched elements of your life. It may also touch on the lives
of others in similar situations. A big focus on clothing, mealtimes, and
having philosophical discussions while sitting on the edge of a cliff is
common.

Result You make a change in your life.

Emptiness 1 Quests
A New Hobby (Core 316) You’ve started a new hobby!
Beautiful and Far Away{} (Core 374) A secret place is calling to you.

You’ll visit it in dreams, or visions, or via the Outside.
Bind* (Core 320) Youwill imprison a defeated horror in a sacred place

and there you will strive to teach it humanity or humaneness.
Changes{} (Core 364) A big change is coming. The world, or your

body, or your soul, or that of a friend—it’s shifting.
Physical Training (Core 334) You engage in rigorous training.
Someone’s in Trouble!{} (Core 346) Someone’s in trouble. Usually

it’s a relative innocent. You help them out!
The Object (Core 330) There’s some object that has become a big part

of your life. It soaks up and comes to represent your life.
Crisis of Confidence* (Fortitude 230) You’ve reached a big step in

your life, you’ve found your role or purpose, but…what if you’re
not actually any good at it?

Friend of the Beaches (Fortitude 306) You’re a good conservator of
the beaches: the clam beds, snail farms, and salterns.

Friend to the Birds (Fortitude 300) You live your life as a friend to
the birds of the Docks.

Friend to the Street Cats and Dogs (Fortitude 302) Youmake your-
self a friend to the cats and dogs that wander Fortitude.

Good Catch* (Fortitude 339) You’re learning how to bring in a good
haul of fish.

Joining the Kichi (Fortitude 264) You become entangled with the
Kichi—you study their magic or find a home among them.

Keeping a Good Place (Fortitude 248) You work to build a good
place—a peaceful, happy environment.

Love for the Water* (Fortitude 350) It comforts you, being out on
the water.

Ship’s Friend* (Fortitude 341) You invest socially or emotionally in
the fate of a ship.

Shrine Duties (Fortitude 229) You fulfil the ritual functions associ-
ated with yur shrine.

The Northern Beach (Fortitude 309) The northern stretches of the
beach can take a person away from themselves.

A Far and Sunless Land (GMD 287) You’ll die, wander the Outside,
and then return to Town.

Art Shop and Garden* (GMD 257) You’re working to restore an old
manor but sometimes your mask of normalcy slips.

The Story of Your Life{} (GMD 380) You’re working—probably on
a big project. Something that matters.

A Troubled History{} (139 25) There’s someone you hurt, or maybe
they hurt you. You wound up with baggage. …but there was
still something there worth saving.

An Interesting Life{} (139 42) You meet someone, encounter some-
thing cool, or realize something’s missing from your colorful life.

A New Job [Glitch (Glitch 325)] You’re taking your first steps into a
new career.

A Peaceful Life{} (Glitch 358) You are a renunciate. You have with-
drawn yourself from the world, chosen not to engage with it.

An Orderly Life{} (Glitch 338) Your life is bounded within a certain
scope—here are your concerns; outside that, is something else.

The Long Night{} (Glitch 366) A timeless interregnum of listless-
ness, when you have lost your bearings and everything is grey.

Training (Glitch 333) You train yourself hard, normally in some
miraculous or magical art but possibly in physical fitness.

Two Worlds Collide{} (Glitch 348) You’ve achieved something, or
committed folly. You’ve changed the world. And it’s big.

The Headmaster{} (Halloween 20) You’re a bitter drunk of a head-
master, stuck in a dead-end life, in a dead-end town.

The Big Picture{} (Horizon) You recover in a shadowy place.
Harpy: the Weight of the World{} (Tumblr) Your world is under a

fog.

*: includes only any-time quest(s)
{}: part of quest set
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Starting a Mystic Arc

Mystic Arcs take you outside of yourself; you give yourself into the
keeping of, and walk in the footsteps of, higher powers.

Mystic 1
This quest is built of portents. You know something is coming. You can
feel that something is coming.

The person you’ve been… is going to have to die. And some- thing
new, be born.

Result You are confronted by a miracle.

Mystic 1 Quests
Changes{} (Core 364) A big change is coming. The world, or your

body, or your soul, or that of a friend—it’s shifting.
Down{} (Core 324) This quest is your descent into the underworld. A

scary time in your life, with difficult truths and painful things.
The Door Into Memory (Core 326) You’ve opened a door into some-

body’s memories. Now, you explore in the hopes of changing
something.

A Brush With a Mystery (Fortitude 297) A Mystery touches your
life.

Crisis of Confidence* (Fortitude 230) You’ve reached a big step in
your life, you’ve found your role or purpose, but…what if you’re
not actually any good at it?

Drawn into the Titovs (Fortitude 273) You’re pulled into the story of
the Titovs. Usually that means that they need you for something,
so they used magic to summon you.

Friend of the Beaches (Fortitude 306) You’re a good conservator of
the beaches: the clam beds, snail farms, and salterns.

Friend to the Birds (Fortitude 300) You live your life as a friend to
the birds of the Docks.

Little Ship (Fortitude 346) You work on fixing up this little ship that
you or your family own.

Love for the Water* (Fortitude 350) It comforts you, being out on
the water.

Stale Life{} (Fortitude 328) You’re living stuck in one particular role
or mode. You’re not happy with it. You kind of want a change.

The Northern Beach (Fortitude 309) The northern stretches of the
beach can take a person away from themselves.

Transcendence* (Fortitude 241) You’ve become kind of an avatar or
expression of a place or situation, or you’ve let a person subsume
you. Build on that to save or redeem them.

Trouble in Dreams* (Fortitude 267) Something gets into your
dreams from the Outside. It tempts, corrupts, or traumatizes
you.

A Far and Sunless Land (GMD 287) You’ll die, wander the Outside,
and then return to Town.

A Troubled Protagonist*{} (GMD 355) You’re messed up. There’s
something you just can’t get over, can’t get past.

Art Shop and Garden* (GMD 257) You’re working to restore an old
manor but sometimes your mask of normalcy slips.

Asserting Your Existence{} (GMD 318) You’re lost somewhere—
your soul, your self has gone away. You can connect to it only
in dream-like visions (and actual dreams.)

Haunted{} (GMD 308) Something is visiting your dreams. Something
is intimately tangled with you, like a thorn in your mind.

The World is Changing* (GMD 172) You’re coming out of your
shell now. And it’s fascinating to you.

Strange Tales of the 139{} (139 27) You travel through, or repeatedly
visit, a peculiar, dream-like landscape.

The Rekindling of the Sun{} (139 47) Your chance to bring about a
sort of healing of the way of things: you’ll travel to strange
places, bargain with horrors, and console something grieving.

On the Case{} (Horizon) In a new situation, you meet people who
need help.

Harpy: the Weight of the World{} (Tumblr) Your world is under a
fog.

*: includes only any-time quest(s)
{}: part of quest set

https://jennamoran.tumblr.com/post/182146194423/the-horizon-campaign-interlude-2
https://jennamoran.tumblr.com/post/144572139463/harpy-1-of-4
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